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DESY 11-137Cosmology of Ho�rava-Lifshitz f(R) GravitySayan K. Chakrabarti�CENTRA, Departamento de F��sia, Instituto Superior T�enio,Universidade T�enia de Lisboa - UTL, Av. Roviso Pais 1, 1049 Lisboa, Portugal.Koushik DuttayDeutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY,Theory Group, D-22603 Hamburg, GermanyandIndian Institute of Siene Eduation and Researh,Bhopal, 462 023, India.Anjan A. SenzCentre of Theoretial Physis, Jamia Millia Islamia, NewDelhi-110025, India.We disuss the osmology of reently proposed Ho�rava-Lifshitz f(R) gravity. In partiular, wederive the modi�ed Hubble equation that redues to the standard HL gravity ase in appropriatelimit. We show how the boune solutions in this theory are modi�ed due to nonlinear e�et of f(R)gravity. We also show that in priniple, the Universe in this set-up an show yli behavior.I. INTRODUCTIONReently Ho�rava has proposed a theory of quantumgravity whih is power-ounting renormalizable in theultraviolet (UV). This has been ahieved through ananisotropi saling between spae and time, and there-fore it violates Lorentz invariane in the UV [1℄. The in-frared limit of the theory reprodues General Relativityfor a partiular hoie of a parameter, namely � = 1: Thebreaking of the Lorentz symmetry is performed by a pre-ferred foliation by three dimensional spaelike hypersur-faes, whih in turn splits the oordinate into spae andtime. It allows one to write the Einstein Hilbert ation ofthe General Relativity with higher spatial derivatives ofthe metri. This improves the UV behaviour of the gravi-ton propagator and makes the theory power-ountingrenormalizable. Moreover, the ation has only seondorder time derivatives preventing the presene of ghostsin the theory. However, the expliit breaking of the gen-eral ovariane by suh foliation of the spae-time intro-dues a new salar degree of freedom whih shows someunavoidable pathologial behaviours [2℄. Subsequently,there were many more proposals to improve the theoryand overome these pathologial behaviours [3℄. It is also�Email: sayan.hakrabarti�ist.utl.ptyEmail: kdutta�iiserb.a.inzEmail: anjan.tp�jmi.a.in

worth mentioning here, that at the one loop quantumlevel, the violation of Lorentz invariane has dramati ef-fet [4, 5℄ and in order to have a viable Ho�rave-Lifshitz(HL) gravity muh works need to be done towards un-derstanding the renormalization group ows.Apart from the abovementioned problems in the HLtheory, it still is interesting to look at di�erent aspets ofthis theory from the perspetive of osmology. Many in-teresting osmologial impliations have been found forthe HL gravity [6℄. It was found out that Friedmannequations in HL gravity ontains some terms whih be-haves as dark radiation with negative oeÆient. There-fore it is possible to �nd boune solution whih has anon-singular behaviour of sale fator as the origin of theUniverse [7℄. Di�erent UV saling of HL gravity an alsolead to sale-invarint osmologial perturbations withoutany need of ination [8℄. Given the fat that HL gravity isa non-relativisti modi�ed gravity, the idea of yli os-mology was �rst realized in this non-relativisti gravityby Cai and Saridakis [9℄. In this work, only the gradientterms of the gravitational ation were modi�ed and themodel was free from the strong oupling problem whihwas extensively disussed in Horava-Lifshitz models[1℄.On the other hand, many reent observations indiatethat the Universe has probably gone through two phasesof aelerated expansion: one in the early epoh to solvemany osmologial puzzles with the reation of observeddensity perturbations [10℄, another to aommodate thepeuliar observations that the urrent Universe is ael-
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2erating [11℄. Instead of adding some extra matter ompo-nent in the Universe to invoke the aelerated phases, analternative is the modi�ation of Einstein-Hilbert termby replaing the Rii salar R in the ation with somegeneral funtions f(R) of the Rii salar. For an ex-tensive review see [12℄. Considering that HL gravity isa promising andidate for an UV ompletion of GeneralRelativity, f(R) versions of HL gravity were also pro-posed [13{15℄.In this paper we make an analysis of the osmology off(R) HL gravity that has been proposed in [13℄. In par-tiular, we will derive the modi�ed Hubble equation thatredues to the standard HL gravity ase in appropriatelimit. Due to nonlinear e�et of f(R) gravity we will seehow the boune solutions are modi�ed. We will expliitlyshow that in early time the Universe an go through aboune phase, whereas in late time it admits turn-aroundsolution. Therefore, in priniple, the Universe in this set-up an show yli behavior. After desribing the basisof HL gravity and its osmology in Se. 2 and Se. 3respetively, we disuss a partiular form of f(R) HLgravity in Se 4. In Se 5 we disuss the osmology ofthis partiular senario.II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF HO�RAVA-LIFSHITZGRAVITYIn this setion we briey review the Ho�rava-Lifshitz(HL) gravity as was originally proposed in [1℄. The dy-namial variables in HL gravity are similar to the ADMformalism of Einstein gravity, namely the lapse funtionN , shift vetor Ni and the spatial metri gij . We on-sider only the projetable version of HL gravity wherethe lapse funtion needs to be funtion of time t only. Interms of these variables the metri isds2 = �N2dt2 + gij(dxi +N idt)(dxj +N jdt); (1)where Ni = gijN j . The gravitational part of the ationonsists of a kineti and a potential partSg = Z dtd3xpgN (LK + LV ) : (2)The kineti terms are given byLK = 2�2 (KijKij � �K2); (3)where the extrinsi urvature is given byKij = 12N ( _gij �riNj �rjNi); (4)

with ovariant derivatives de�ned with respet to thespatial metri gij . The potential term in the \detailed-balane" 1 form is given byLV = ��28 EijGij;klEkl (5)where the super-metriGij;kl depends on an arbitrary di-mensionless oupling onstant � (suseptible to quantumorretions)Gij;kl = 12(gikgjl + gilgjk) + �1� 3�gijgkl: (6)The E tensors are given byEij = 2w2Cij � �(Rij � 12Rgij +�wgij) (7)where Cij = �iklpg 5k (Rjl � 14RÆjl) (8)is the Cotton tensor, a onserved traeless tensor thatvanishes for onformally at metris. �, w, � are on-stants with mass dimension �1, 0, 1 respetively. �w isrelated to the osmologial onstant in the IR limit ofthe theory.Demanding that in the infrared limit, the HL ationredues to the Einstein-Hilbert ationSEH = 116�G Z d4xpgN(KijKij �K2 +R� 2�) (9)allows us to write the speed of light, Newton's onstantand the osmologial onstant in terms of parameters ofthe model = �2�4 r �w1� 3�; G = �232�; � = 32�w: (10)In addition we have to identify � = 1. From Eq.(10) wean easily see that for � > 13 , the osmologial onstant�w must be negative.III. COSMOLOGY OF HL GRAVITYNow we disuss the impliations of HL gravity in theosmologial ontext [6, 7, 16℄. In partiular, we assume1 Without the detailed balane ondition, the most general renor-malizable theory ontains ubi order terms in urvature [7, 16℄.



3the homogeneous and isotropi Universe desribed by thefollowing FRW metrigij dxidxj = a(t)2 � dr21� kr2 + r2(d�2 + sin2�d�2)�(11)with N = 1; N i = 0, where k = +1; 0;�1 orrespondsto a losed, at or a open Universe respetively. Dueto many symmetries of the FRW spae-time the alula-tions simplify by a large amount, but still leaving somenovel signatures of the HL gravity. Assuming matter on-tribution behaves as an ideal uid we �nd the followingHubble equation by varying the ation with respet tothe lapse funtion NH2 �  _aa!2 = 23�� 1 �w2 + �212�� ka2+ k22�wa4!: (12)Variations with respet to gij gives us the following equa-tion_H + 32H2 = 13�� 1 �32�w � �24 p� ka2 � k22�wa4� ;(13)where p is the pressure of the uid.For the vauum ase with � = p = 0, and we haveH2 = �w3�� 1 �1� k�wa2�2 : (14)As we have noted earlier, for � > 13 , the bare osmo-logial onstant �w that appears in the HL theory mustbe negative. Therefore the only solution (stati) existsfor k = �1 with a2 = �1=�w. However one an an alsomake an analyti ontinuation to extend the osmologialonstant into positive regime in the frame of HL gravity.This issue has been already studied expliitly in [6℄. Inour present investigation, we will only onsider the asewhere the bare osmologial onstant is negative.We �nd modi�ations to the standard Hubble equationdue to higher order derivative terms in the ation. Inter-estingly enough, these ontributions from higher deriva-tive terms vanish for k = 0. In addition, they are im-portant only at small a, giving us bak to the standardosmologial solutions in the IR. We also see that theHubble equation is modi�ed by an overall fator depend-ing on �.The most important modi�ation is the term propor-tional to 1=a4, that ontributes a negative energy densityfor any nonzero spatial urvature. This term is similar

to the \dark radiation" in the braneworld senario, withan important di�erene of being nonzero only for nonzerospatial urvature [17℄. If in a ollapsing phase (dereasinga) of the Universe at a very early time, the matter energydensity grows slower than a�4, the dynamis leads to aboune with H = 0, and _H > 0 [18℄. The ondition forboune in HL gravity turns out to be 2.��3 � p� > 0: (15)During the ontrating phase of the Universe, matter anbe desribed by an osillating salar �eld with a potentialV (�) = 12m2�2: (16)During the ontration phase, the amplitude of osilla-tion grows until it reahes a ritial value where energydensity arried by the �eld beomes onstant. Subse-quently, due to the rapid ontration of the Universe,negative ontributions oming from 1=a4 term athesthe energy density of � �eld. In the end Universe passesthrough a boune when Hubble onstant H = 0 with_H > 0. The appliation of this mehanism to ahieve anonsingular boune was �rstly appeared in the model ofLee Wik theory [19℄.In the following setion we will �nd out the osmolog-ial impliations of modi�ed HL gravity.IV. f(R) HO�RAVA-LIFSHITZ GRAVITYAs an explanation of early and late time aelera-tion of the Universe, modi�ations of Einstein gravitywithout an extra matter soure is a viable option (fora general review see [12℄). In this approah, the stan-dard Einstein-Hilbert ation is added/replaed by thehigher order urvature invariants suh as R2; R��R��et. Indeed, there are examples of f(R) gravity theo-ries where the early time ination an be uni�ed withlate time osmi aeleration[20℄. On the other hand,Ho�rava-Lifshitz Gravity is a promising way forward inonstruting the theory of quantum gravity [1℄. The the-ory is power-ounting renormalizable in the expense ofbreaking Lorentz symmetry expliitly. The ultravioletbehavior of the theory is improved by the higher spatialderivative terms of the metri. Subsequently, f(R) HLgravity has been onstruted reently following the way2 Condition is di�erent than what has been found in [18℄.



4the original Einstein gravity was modi�ed to f(R) theo-ries. In this setion we review these approahes briey.A straightforward modi�ation of HL gravity has beenreently proposed by [14, 15℄S = Z dtd3xpgNf( ~R); (17)with~R = KijKij � �K2 + 2�r�(n�r�n� � n�r�n�)�EijGij;klEkl; (18)where n� is a unit vetor perpendiular to t = on-stant spae-like hypersurfae �t. Similar to the stan-dard Einstein-Hilbert ation, the term proportional to �is usually dropped in HL gravity as it is a total derivativeterm in the ation. But in the non-linear generalizationto f(R) gravity, this term an not be dropped [15℄. Mod-i�ed version of this HL gravity has been subsequently dis-ussed for unifying ination with dark energy [21℄, andHamiltonian analysis has been arried out in [15, 22℄.Following Ho�rava's proposal, a di�erent version ofmodi�ed f(R) HL gravity has been introdued [13℄ earlyon. In this ase, at �rst a partition funtion of D-dimensional gravity theory was onstruted. Demand-ing the existene of a (D + 1) dimensional quantumgravity theory suh that the norm of its ground statewave funtion oinides with the partition funtion of D-dimensional theory, it was then shown that in�nite num-ber of Hamiltonian obeys the detailed balane onditions.For a speial form of the Hamiltonian whih orrespondsto f(R) = pR, a Lagrangian formulation of the theorywas also made assuming projetability ondition. Ationfor this modi�ed HL gravity is given by [13℄S = ��2 Z dtd3xpg(3)N rM6 + 14EijGijklEkl� rM6 � 4�4 (KijKij � �K2)�M6!:(19)Here M is a mass parameter. In this form of the a-tion, the dimensions of di�erent quantities are as follows:[Gijkl ℄ = [Mass℄0; [Eij ℄ = [Mass℄3; [�2℄ = [Mass℄�2 and[Kij ℄ = [Mass℄1. In the original paper by Kluson [13℄,the ation was written in a unit where M = 1. In oursubsequent alulations, we also assume M = 1.A similar form of the ation was also found withoutprojetability ondition. In a subsequent paper a gener-alization for any form of f(R) was presented [14℄. Thenew form of f(R) HL gravity are invariant under folia-tion preserving di�eomorphism similar to the original HL

gravity [1℄. We note that the ordinary f(R) gravity the-ories have full di�eomorphism invariane. It is trivial tohek that linearized version of the above ation in Eq.(19) gives us bak the original HL ation. Goal of thisartile is to present the osmologial onsequenes of themodi�ed f(R) HL ation given by Eq. (19).V. COSMOLOGY OF f(R) HO�RAVA-LIFSHITZGRAVITYIn this setion we will disuss the osmologial solu-tions of modi�ed f(R) HL gravity de�ned by Eq. (19).In partiular, we will look for the `boune' and `turn-around' solution in this senario and point out the maindi�erenes with the standard HL gravity solutions.Assuming the bakground Universe desribed by aFRW metri and the matter ontribution is equivalentto an ideal uid desribed by energy density � and pres-sure p, the Hubble onstant an be extrated asH2 = 16(3�� 1) ��2�� �22 + 6�w � 12 ka2 + 6 k2�wa4 �� �1� ��2��2 : (20)This is the modi�ed Hubble equation for f(R) HL grav-ity and should be ompared with Eq. (12). We note thatthe vauum solution with energy density � = 0 is exatlysimilar to the standard HL gravity theory. Therefore,similar to the standard HL gravity, vauum solution ex-ists only for open Universe (k = �1) with sale fatora = p�1=�w, where �w is negative for � > 1=3. Thus,this partiular form of f(R) gravity does not hange thepure gravity part in FRW spae-time. In ontrast to theother version of f(R) HL gravity [15℄, the vauum solu-tion does not admit de-Sitter solution. As we see fromEq. (19), similar to the standard HL gravity, many novelterms are proportional to the spatial urvature. Anotherimportant feature of the modi�ed Hubble equation is thateven for a at ase (k = 0), there is a modi�ation in theEinstein equation. This is beause of the presene of �2term. Moreover this term omes with a negative sign.Expanding the above expression for the Hubble on-stant in terms of �=�2 we �ndH2 = 23�� 1 ��w2 + �212�� ka2 + k22�wa4 + �w��2 + �28+32 �w�2�4 � 2k�a2�2 � 3k�2a2�4 + k2�a4�2�w+ 3�2k22a4�4�w�+O(�3) (21)



5Firstly, in the leading order we reover the Hubble equa-tion for standard HL gravity. Higher order terms are dueto nonlinear f(R) HL gravity, and many of them on-tributes to the \dark radiations", i:e redshifts as a�4.For a at universe with k = 0, from the positivity ofH2 we an easily �nd out that the modi�ed theory mustsatisfy the following ondition�2 �p�2 � 12j�wj < � < �2 +p�2 � 12j�wj (22)with j�wj < �4=12. Thus the energy density � omingfrom the matter setor is both bounded above and below.This ondition is starkly di�erent than the standard HLgravity where we �nd a lower limit on the energy density6j�wj < �2� for a given value of �w.Note that the Hubble parameter blows up at the singu-larity � = �2. Although _H is also singular at this point,the sale fator, energy density and pressure remains �-nite. This is a new kind of singularity and an not belassi�ed following [23℄. But we should stress that thissingularity ours at the Plank's sale where the lassi-al FRW equation for the osmologial evolution shouldnot be valid and one should onsider the quantum grav-ity e�ets. So for our purpose, working in the lassialregime � < �2, avoids hitting this singularity. We om-ment on the avoidane of this singularity while havingboune solution in the next setion.In the following we will disuss both the early and latetime osmology that is realized with this partiular formof f(R) HL gravity. In partiular, we will see, whereas inearly time the Universe an go through a boune phase,in late time it admits turn-around solution. In summary,the Universe an go through a yli behavior subjet tosome onditions satis�ed by the matter ontent of theUniverse. A. Boune SolutionOne of the important aspet of HL gravity is that itallows the Universe to have boune solutions without in-troduing any exoti matter omponents. As we havedisussed earlier, this happens naturally due to \dark ra-diation" term in the Hubble equations. In the modi�edf(R) HL theory boune struture hanges mainly due tothe presene of an extra term in the Hubble equationthat depends on the square of energy density and has anegative oeÆient. Now, in addition to the standard en-ergy density term, this term also ontributes in makingthe Hubble onstant zero as Universe passes through aontration phase.

Varying the ation with respet to gij gives us the ex-pression for the time variation of Hubble onstant as_H = 112(3�� 1) �3(�+ p)(�� �2) + 24ka2 + 24k2j�wja4 ���1� ��2��2 � 3(�+ p)�2 H2 �1� ��2 ��1 : (23)It is important to remember that �w is a negative quan-tity. A boune is de�ned by the ondition of H = 0, with_H > 0. Around the boune the term proportional to �wis irrelevant, whereas the term proportional to a�2 growsless faster than a�4 term, thus we neglet those. As wehave noted earlier, the boune solution is possible onlywhen the Universe is not spatially at (k 6= 0), and thesolution remains same for both open or lose Universe.Setting H = 0 therefore allows us to �nd the onstraint�2�� � �2�2 � 6k2j�wja4� = 0: (24)where �� and a� are the energy density and the sale fa-tor respetively when boune happens. Now, demandingthe positivity of _H gives us the boune ondition as�2� + �2�� + 3p�(�� � �2) > 0: (25)If we desribe the matter with equation of state param-eter w with pressure p = w�, the above ondition an bere-asted onveniently as the following��(1 + 3w) + �2(1� 3w) > 0: (26)Note that (24) has two solutions ��� = �2 �q�4 � 12k2j�w ja4� . If we assume the negative sign for theritial density then the boune ours at the value of theenergy density whih is always smaller than the value atthe singularity � = �2 mentioned in the previous setion.As we an see, a large range of values of w an easilysatisfy the boune ondition. The novel feature of havingterms in the Hubble equation proportional to a�4 savesus from introduing exoti matter for realizing bounein HL gravity senario. The most important di�erenebetween the ondition of Eq.(26) and the ondition forstandard HL gravity boune is the appearane of higherorder terms as �2. If we model the boune by a salar�eld with nearly at potential, we have w ' �1, and inthat ase the ondition an be written in the simple form�� < 2�2. For this ase also, we an always avoid thesingularity at � = �2 mentioned earlier but an have theboune, if we ensure that the evolution begins after thesingularity i.e. � < �2. For w = 0 and w = 1=3, onean similarly hek that the singularity at � = �2 an be



6avoided. As we have seen earlier, for the standard HLgravity ase, a boune is always guaranteed if p ' ��,but for the modi�ed HL ase, there is an upper boundon the total energy density of the bouning matter �eld.After �nding the onditions for the existene of bounesolutions, we now numerially solve the Hubble equa-tion to show the dynamial behavior of a boune. Theplots for the sale fator and the Hubble onstant areshown in Fig. (1) and (2) respetively when energy den-sity is assumed to be a osmologial onstant. Withoutthe existene of any exoti matter ontent, the Universeshrinks to a minimal value of the sale fator and then ex-pands again. At the bouning point, the Universe evolvesthrough zero Hubble onstant.
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FIG. 1: The sale fator a(t) in the bouning solution (forw = �1) shrinks to a non zero value at the bouning pointand expands again.
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FIG. 2: The Hubble parameter H(t) in a bouning senario(for w = �1) showing that it rosses zero when the universegoes from a ontrating phase to the expanding one.

B. Turnaround SolutionAs we just disussed in the previous subsetion, HLgravity naturally admits boune solution if the Universestarts to ontrat at some point. In a similar way, thestruture of the HL gravity is suh that in its expand-ing osmologial phase, the Universe does not expandforever. For large values of the sale fator the Universemake a turnaround with Hubble onstant being zero with_H < 0.Turnaround solution an be easily seen in the standardHL gravity solution. For large value of the sale fatorwe an easily neglet all terms proportional to the spatialurvature, thereforeH2 = 23�� 1 ��j�wj2 + �212�� : (27)Now it is easy to see that turnaround always happens fornon-zero value of osmologial onstant with equation ofstate parameter w > �1 at �� = 6j�wj�2 .In a similar fashion, in the limit of large sale fator,the Hubble onstant for the partiular f(R) HL gravitythat we are onsidering an be written asH2 = 16(3�� 1) ��2�� �22 + 6�w��1� ��2��2 : (28)Note that this is valid only for the at universe with k =0. For non at universe, we an safely ignore �2 termsin late times for getting turn around solutions whih issimilar to the standard HL senario. In this ase, theondition of H = 0 at late time gives us following twosolutions for ritial turnaround density��� = �2 1�r1� 12j�wj�2 ! : (29)The ondition for turnaround with _H < 0 an be writtenin general as the following(1 + w)(�� � �2) < 0 (30)and an be satis�ed with either w < �1 and �� > �2,or w > �1 and �� < �2. It is lear that the �rst ondi-tion orresponds to the solution �+� , whereas the seondondition orresponds to ��� . Firstly, for �w = 0 theturnaround density beomes �+� = 2�2, whereas othersolution beomes trivial. In this ase, the ondition forboune is w < �1, i.e the Universe must be dominatedby some phantom like �eld. We note that there is noturnaround solution for standard HL gravity ase with�w = 0. In our ase, this feature is due to the presene



7of negative energy density square term in the Hubbleequation. For �w 6= 0, the relevant solution is ��� withthe ondition for boune being w > �1 and �� < �2, andit an be ahieved by any matter �eld satisfying strongenergy ondition.In summary, in this version of modi�ed f(R) HL gravitythe Universe an go through alternate yle of ontra-tion and expansion via boune and turnaround solution.This is possible even if the osmologial onstant �w van-ishes in our model.VI. CONCLUSIONSIn onlusion, we have studied the osmology for thef(R) gravity model proposed reently by Kluson [13℄.Our main motivation is to see whether one an get boun-ing as well turnaround solution in this model. Thereare several interesting features in this model. Firstly theosmology in the pure gravity ase is exatly similar towhat one gets in a standard HL gravity. But in the pres-ene of matter, things hange substantially. There is anew orretion term proportional to �2 whih also omeswith a negative sign. Due to the presene of suh term,the osmology is di�erent from the standard one even inthe at ase. This is unlike the pure HL gravity, wheremodi�ation to the standard osmology only happens
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